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The New Monday Morning Quarterback 13

So, the Genie Grants You Your Smart Product Wish

Back to the CEO and the CIO conversation. Why are our products not

similarly smart?

So, you meet the proverbial Genie and he grants you your wish.

Your product is smart now. But as the story goes—are you sure you

want that wish granted? Are you ready for your new world? You are

now a Technology Vendor, and that means:

r Getting used to technology product half-lives. A sign of the times is Best

Buy, which sells plenty of extended warranties with mobile devices,

TVs, and digital cameras. It has introduced its version of “shortened”

warranties via its Buy Back program. As customers lust after newer

versions of everything, that program promises (for an upfront fee) to

buy back anytime within two years of an electronics purchase date

(four years for TVs), giving you a gift card to use toward another

purchase.
r Adjusting to Moore’s Law. Not every industry adjusts easily to

price/performance improvements common in technology. Take auto

dealers. Initial versions of DVD players, navigation systems, and

Bluetooth speakers all sold for thousands of dollars. Dealers con-

tinue to expect those prices even as handheld Garmin GPS units

and BlueAnt speakerphones are available at a fraction of the cost.

Importantly, these devices are portable, so customers can take them

when they travel or switch from one family car to another. In-

deed, there is a cottage industry of FM transmitters, power inverters,

backup cameras, portable satellite radios, coolers, and other gadgets

you can buy for your car, many for less than $20.
r Rethinking product documentation. In a world where no training is

needed to navigate Amazon.com and any “live” help is a keystroke

and online chat away, companies still ship products with clumsy,

printed product manuals.
r Understanding technology law. Technology licensing and other legal

nuances require a different mindset. As an example, Nike+, which

allows users to track information collected by sensors in its shoes

such as the elapsed time of the workout, the distance traveled, pace,

or calories burned, has four pages of terms of use on its website.
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r Getting used to competition from left field. Whirlpool has over 40 percent

of the U.S. appliance market and historically has looked at companies

like GE and Sears as competition. Soon, though, as appliances get

smarter and the guts become more software and sensors, competition

will also come from Korean companies like LG and Samsung, which

have traditionally been focused on electronic products. Young-ha

Lee, president and CEO of LG’s Home Appliance Company, said at

the CES event described earlier, “This year will be the beginning

of a new era of home appliances. By that I mean that we have

reached the tipping point where appliances are now run entirely

by CPUs and computer code. Just as automobiles became rolling

computers a decade ago, home appliances are experiencing the same

transformation.”16

If Siemens, a company founded in 1847, Toro, founded in 1914,

and Moen, founded in 1937, can do it, so can anybody else. They are

not startups by a long shot.

Of course there is the nightmare scenario. If our products are not

viewed as smart, what about the risk from standing still? Will our cus-

tomers increasingly view them as dumb?

Conclusion

Traditionally classified as technology “buyers” and “user organizations,”

many companies are learning to embed technology in their products

and themselves become technology “vendors.” Others, like 3M and GE,

would be offended if you mentioned they were “learning” to become

technology vendors. They have long viewed themselves as technology

vendors even if Silicon Valley may disagree. Then there are companies

like UPS, which calls itself “about half a transportation company, half a

technology company.”

Let’s look at UPS in detail in the case study that follows.


